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Lockia and Indusec starts cooperation for container theft 
prevention 
Lockia AB and Indusec AB have started a cooperation regarding marketing and product integration. 
Lockia will integrate Indusec’s Inferno sound barrier in its total solutions concept for optimum theft 
prevention for containers and trucking trailers. 
  
”Trucking trailers, containers, and storages  are today a target for burglaries and at the same time they 
have been hard to protect.", said Peter Wasmuth, MD at Lockia AB. ”By combining Lockia's patented 
locking bar technology with the Inferno sound barrier we have a complete solution.  The first 
installations are already in place.” 
  
The solution is a total concept that offers efficient and optimal protection and consists of four corner 
stones: 
 
Lockia Inside™ - patented locking bars placed on the inside of the door for optimal mechanical 
protection.  Available for storage, container and trailer applications. 
CyberLock® - integrated electronic lock and access control system for secure access. Can be 
controlled per individual, as well as time and place.  It is even possible to send out a one-time access 
code. 
Lockia OnLine™ - GPS and alarm system for traceability and security reporting.  Can be used to 
protect goods and property as well as to optimize logistics and/or fleet. 
Inferno™ - paralyzing invisible sound barrier. 
  
In addition, the parties have entered into a cooperation regarding marketing, sales channels and 
international establishment. 
 
”We are looking forward to grow together by cooperation regarding sales channels, marketing and 
product integration", says  Johan Sandberg, MD at Indusec AB. 
  
Indusec AB 
Indusec is a world leader in high efficient and advanced audio products for the security market. The products are sold under the Inferno 
brand and are installed in places or object where high security demands are needed. 
  
Lockia AB 
Lockia is a one stop-shop of crime preventing products and services.  The bases for the company is the innovative locking bar Lockia 
Inside which has been complemented with secure and cost efficient products for electronic locking and access control (CyberLock), 
sound barrier (Inferno) as well as tracking and alarm unit (Lockia OnLine) 
  
For more information, please contact: 
Peter Wasmuth, MD, Lockia AB 
+46 706 55 39 73 
peter.wasmuth@lockia.se 
www.lockia.se 
  
Johan Sandberg, MD, Indusec AB 
+46 70 999 1110, 
johan.sandberg@indusec.com 
www.inferno.se 
 


